Adenylyl cyclase activity in postmortem human brain: evidence of altered G protein mediation in Alzheimer's disease.
The effects of agonal status, postmortem delay, and age on human brain adenylyl cyclase activity were determined in membrane preparations of frontal cortex from a series of 18 nondemented subjects who had died with no history of neurological or psychiatric disease. Basal and guanosine 5'-O-(3-thiotriphosphate)-, aluminum fluoride-, and forskolin-stimulated enzyme activities were not significantly reduced over an interval from death to postmortem of between 3 and 37 h and were also not significantly different between individuals dying with a long terminal phase of an illness and those dying suddenly. Basal and aluminum fluoride-stimulated enzyme activities showed a negative correlation with increasing age of the individual. In subsequent experiments, basal and guanosine 5'-O-(3-thiotriphosphate)-, aluminum fluoride-, and forskolin-stimulated enzyme activities were compared in five brain regions from a series of eight Alzheimer's disease and seven matched nondemented control subjects. No significant differences were observed between the groups for either basal activity or activities in response to forskolin stimulation of the catalytic subunit of the enzyme. In contrast, enzyme activities in response to stimulation with guanosine 5'-O-(3-thiotriphosphate) and aluminum fluoride were significantly reduced in preparations of neocortex and cerebellum from the Alzheimer's disease cases compared with the nondemented controls. Lower guanosine 5'-O-(3-thiotriphosphate)-, but not aluminum fluoride-, stimulated activity was also observed in preparations of frontal cortex from a group of four disease controls compared with nondemented control values. The disease control group, which contained Parkinson's disease and progressive supranuclear palsy patients, showed increased forskolin-stimulated activity compared with both the nondemented control and the Alzheimer's disease groups. These findings indicate a widespread impairment of G protein-stimulated adenylyl cyclase activity in Alzheimer's disease brain, which occurs in the absence of altered enzyme catalytic activity and which is unlikely to be the result of non-disease-related factors associated with the nature of terminal illness of individuals.